“More cases are being settled once the costs
budgets have been agreed”, explains ARAG
Director and Head of ATE, Paul Hurley. “Parties
tend to get cold feet when presented with
their worst case scenarios. Our objective in
changing rating points is to encourage
take-up of ATE cover by accurately pricing
cases according to risk”.
Underwriting flexibility will be retained to
ensure every claimant is provided with a
bespoke premium where their solicitor
believes higher limits of indemnity
are needed.
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What price is justice?
Everyone should be guaranteed the right to
have a defence in the criminal court and most
people believe if they were accused of a crime
they would be entitled to it for free. However
savage cuts to legal aid funding mean this is
no longer the case for the majority of us.
London Criminal Courts Solicitors’ Association
(LCCSA) president Jonathan Black recently
commented:

defence-funding gap caused by the cuts to
legal aid, changes to the rules on recovering
costs at crown court trial and limitations in
cover that generally apply to existing Family
Legal Protection products. Our policy ensures
a quality defence is available so there is no
miscarriage of justice. In addition assistance
can be sought before an arrest or notice of
prosecution is received.

“We’re staring into an abyss of rough justice.
The message sent by these swingeing
ideological cuts and policies, coming on top
of many other draconian measures, is simple.
Don’t be poor, don’t be a victim of domestic
abuse and don’t be accused of a crime.
Because woe betide you, the state isn’t
interested in providing you with the
protection of the law. Ministerial assurances
that legal aid will be there for anyone who
needs it ring hollow.”

We will cover allegations of dishonesty,
violence, uninsured driving and alcohol or
drug-related offences against any family
member, including those studying for further
education away from home. The majority of
criminal acts are covered but not Class A and
Class J offences (homicide, serious sexual
offences, offences against children),
corruption, money laundering, parking or
repeat offences. There is also representation
for those facing a regulatory investigation or
disciplinary action by a professional body.

With reduced access to legal aid, the cost
of obtaining justice can be extremely high,
even for those who are completely innocent.
Our new Family Prosecution Defence cover is
specifically designed to plug the

The cover will typically be available to boost
Family Legal Protection policies, or for
company directors and partners as an
extension to commercial products. It is also
suitable for affinity groups.
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Law Express win tender for telephone
legal advice

Under the new Children and Families Act,
from April 2015 working parents gain new
rights and protections covering shared
parental leave. With the UK monthly
average birth rate standing at 60,000, it is
perhaps now more important than ever to
ensure parental rights are secured.

As an automatic benefit of cover, most
policies we offer include access to a free legal
helpline. As we grow, so does the number
of calls to the legal helplines. In 2014, we
received in the region of 22,000 requests for
telephone legal advice. Most of these calls
were handled by a single supplier, Law
Express, an independent provider of
telephone-based legal advice. Following an
extensive tendering process we are pleased
that Law Express once again came out on top
and displayed a natural synergy with ARAG
and its clients.

What the changes mean for parents
under the new system:
• A Mother’s entitlement to 52 weeks
maternity leave remains protected, but
mothers can now choose to end their
maternity leave after an initial two week
compulsory period, thereafter both parents
can decide on what proportion of leave
can be shared
• Fathers can take unpaid leave to attend up
to two antenatal appointments
• Both parents have 20 additional ‘keep-intouch’ days available for sharing
• New statutory payments for parents on
shared leave comes into place
• Adoptive parents are entitled to the same
pay and leave as birth parents.

Importantly, employees are responsible for
working out these arrangements in line with
existing tax rules. However, it can be quite a
complicated landscape for businesses in
planning for all the possible scenarios.
Premature births, partnership break-ups,
redundancy, early return to work, changes of
mind, and wage rates on keep-in-touch days:
there is a lot to think about and even
experienced professionals may feel the
pressure.
Fortunately, ARAG commercial policyholders
can get advice directly from qualified legal
advisors and are insured against legal defence
costs should a dispute arise. Wide-ranging
specialised cover is available under the
Employment Practices Liability policy, which
features cover for all employment and
staffing matters, with the backing of an
Employment Practices Healthcheck on
the business included as a policy benefit.
Importantly, such employment claims are not
required to pass the ‘reasonable prospects of
success’ test.

Boost for commercial
landlord business

General brokers and MGAs can join the
specialists now enjoying the opportunity to
target businesses and private investors with a
UK rented property portfolio.
These clients have shops, office blocks,
residential properties and maybe even some
holiday lets. They also have legal expenses
cover for their business activities and
probably some separate covers for problems
arising from the tenancies, leases and lettings.
Now they can have the best of all worlds as a
single legal expenses policy covers all these
situations.
Commercial Property Owners’ Legal Solutions
combines the core elements of ARAG’s
Landlords’ Legal Solutions – which protects
against legal costs arising from residential

Law Express have provided the service
for ARAG for 9 years handling in excess of
150,000 calls in that time on all aspects of
business and family law. Facing some stiff
competition from half a dozen other
specialist providers Law Express was the
stand-out tender.
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letting disputes – with the highly regarded
Essential Business Legal policy. Additional
cover has been included for commercial lease
disputes and the letting of holiday
accommodation.
Up to £50,000 is provided for legal costs
where disputes arise from commercial and
residential property and up to £100,000 for
other conflicts within the business itself.
“Our business partners have been asking
for combined wordings and now we have
something even better. New literature and
brochures help to promote our offering to
newcomers to ease the transfer for existing
clients who match the profile”, comments
ARAG Head of Sales, Andy Talbot. “The new
product squarely meets the concerns of
commercial landlords in addition to

According to Head of Claims, Paul Upton:
“We embarked on this process with an open
mind and received some excellent proposals
from some leading players in the market. Law
Express were able to demonstrate unrivaled
service levels coupled with in-depth
knowledge of our customers requirements.
Their experienced staff provide us with
complete reassurance that our customers can
be entrusted with them” Karen Archer, MD
of Law Express, comments “We are delighted
to have been selected to renew the contract
with ARAG for the provision of telephone
advice to their policy holders. We pride
ourselves in providing a quality service
appreciated by callers and clients. All our staff
are recruited to for their communication skills
which is reflected both in the advice and our
customer service levels.
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We look forward to working with ARAG
during the term of this contract and
supporting the needs of their business and
their policyholders.”

Certainty in an uncertain world

providing a seamless join between familiar
business and landlord legal expenses
insurances”.
“It’s very simple for both specialists and
general agents to administer and sell, very
flexible, and we believe our cover is better
than anything else in the market”.
Access to five helplines – legal, tax,
counselling, redundancy and crisis
communications – and an online document
resource, rounds off the new Commercial
Property Owners’ Legal Solutions. It is
available for rating on an individual scheme
basis by the BTE Underwriting Unit via ARAG’s
business development executives
nationwide.
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Change has been the name of the game in
the legal sector for some time now and this
year looks set to bring more of the same
with further increases to court fees, the new
Medco portal and challenges on credit hire
fees. We at ARAG aim to offer market leading
products and insurance expertise to help
solicitors and their clients navigate this period
of uncertainty.
With the substantial increase in court fees
for money claims which came into effect on
the 9th of March this year, ATE provides the
required safety net for firms in those cases
that are lost or abandoned, helping to ease
the pressure on cash flow that is now greater
than ever. Higher fees are also likely to put
genuine claimants off even if they have a
strong claim and provide an incentive for
large companies to deny liability knowing
that injured parties are not in a position to
afford expensive court fees.

In addition, the new Medco portal introduced
on the 1st April, will randomly allocate
medical experts for whiplash claims, creating
considerable uncertainty for firms. Gone will
be the tried and tested medical agency that
provides credit terms to assist firms to run
cases, replaced by a system that will put an
additional cash burden on firms. With
interest rates at an all-time low, many firms
are only just coping, but rates will increase
and ultimately this will have a negative
impact on their balance sheet.
Another area which has recently been
contentious is credit hire. The insurance
industry claimed a major victory after the
Court of Appeal ruled that when
evaluating credit hire claims involving
penurious claimants they should adopt the
“lowest reasonable rate”.

warned that this is likely to trigger a period of
market insecurity in this area.
All these changes will have a destabilising
effect on the market which is still waiting to
see the dust settle from changes introduced
through LASPOA.
Despite uncertainty for both client and firm
increasing we can offer ATE products that
provide security. An ARAG ATE policy covers
unrecovered disbursements including
expert reports and issue fees and also adverse
costs cover if you fail to beat a part 36 offer
and also adverse costs on QOCS protected
matters.
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Combined with a number of technical
changes to keep an eye on progress and costs,
such as limiting first stage cover so that it
cannot extend more than nine months from
the service of proceedings, the policy
wordings essentially stay the same with
changes only to premium details on
schedules.

• defence served within 28 days
• PoC/Defence go before a judge
• judge allocates to a track. If it is a
multi-track case they will ask for costs
budgets (precedent H) and allocation
questionnaires, setting a date for a Case
Management Conference (CMC)
• the solicitors debate costs and if they can’t
agree then the judge will set them at
the CMC
• 75% of cases will be at the CMC stage six
months from service of proceedings,
90-95% will be there at 9 months
• the average multi-track case will need no
more than £10,000 of adverse costs cover
to take them up to and including the CMC.

Double jeopardy or more flexibility?

>>

ARAG’s solution is to introduce an extended
first stage so that the second stage is charged
when the cost budget is set. At that point the
cost budget is totally binding. This means that
we can rate precisely on a verified maximum
risk – rather than rely on the best estimates
of solicitors acting for the claimant which
inevitably are being provided far too early.
This simple structure is easy for the client to
understand and provides a higher degree of
certainty throughout.

The process once the Particulars of Claim
(PoC) have been served is:

>>

In yet another “first”, ARAG has devised a more
accurate way to determine the second stage
premium for non-injury ATE cases. Currently
the first stage premium is incurred at the time
the ATE policy commences with a second
stage premium accruing when proceedings
are issued. The difficulty in setting the second
stage premium accurately when proceedings
are issued is that the defendant’s cost budget
(known as Precedent H) is not agreed or set by
the court until sometime later.

ATE

>>

ARAG precedent re-defines
second stage ATE premiums

The claimant’s solicitor in this case has
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savage cuts to legal aid funding mean this is
no longer the case for the majority of us.
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commented:

defence-funding gap caused by the cuts to
legal aid, changes to the rules on recovering
costs at crown court trial and limitations in
cover that generally apply to existing Family
Legal Protection products. Our policy ensures
a quality defence is available so there is no
miscarriage of justice. In addition assistance
can be sought before an arrest or notice of
prosecution is received.

“We’re staring into an abyss of rough justice.
The message sent by these swingeing
ideological cuts and policies, coming on top
of many other draconian measures, is simple.
Don’t be poor, don’t be a victim of domestic
abuse and don’t be accused of a crime.
Because woe betide you, the state isn’t
interested in providing you with the
protection of the law. Ministerial assurances
that legal aid will be there for anyone who
needs it ring hollow.”

We will cover allegations of dishonesty,
violence, uninsured driving and alcohol or
drug-related offences against any family
member, including those studying for further
education away from home. The majority of
criminal acts are covered but not Class A and
Class J offences (homicide, serious sexual
offences, offences against children),
corruption, money laundering, parking or
repeat offences. There is also representation
for those facing a regulatory investigation or
disciplinary action by a professional body.

With reduced access to legal aid, the cost
of obtaining justice can be extremely high,
even for those who are completely innocent.
Our new Family Prosecution Defence cover is
specifically designed to plug the

The cover will typically be available to boost
Family Legal Protection policies, or for
company directors and partners as an
extension to commercial products. It is also
suitable for affinity groups.
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compulsory period, thereafter both parents
can decide on what proportion of leave
can be shared
• Fathers can take unpaid leave to attend up
to two antenatal appointments
• Both parents have 20 additional ‘keep-intouch’ days available for sharing
• New statutory payments for parents on
shared leave comes into place
• Adoptive parents are entitled to the same
pay and leave as birth parents.

Importantly, employees are responsible for
working out these arrangements in line with
existing tax rules. However, it can be quite a
complicated landscape for businesses in
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target businesses and private investors with a
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residential properties and maybe even some
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cover for their business activities and
probably some separate covers for problems
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Now they can have the best of all worlds as a
single legal expenses policy covers all these
situations.
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letting disputes – with the highly regarded
Essential Business Legal policy. Additional
cover has been included for commercial lease
disputes and the letting of holiday
accommodation.
Up to £50,000 is provided for legal costs
where disputes arise from commercial and
residential property and up to £100,000 for
other conflicts within the business itself.
“Our business partners have been asking
for combined wordings and now we have
something even better. New literature and
brochures help to promote our offering to
newcomers to ease the transfer for existing
clients who match the profile”, comments
ARAG Head of Sales, Andy Talbot. “The new
product squarely meets the concerns of
commercial landlords in addition to

According to Head of Claims, Paul Upton:
“We embarked on this process with an open
mind and received some excellent proposals
from some leading players in the market. Law
Express were able to demonstrate unrivaled
service levels coupled with in-depth
knowledge of our customers requirements.
Their experienced staff provide us with
complete reassurance that our customers can
be entrusted with them” Karen Archer, MD
of Law Express, comments “We are delighted
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advice to their policy holders. We pride
ourselves in providing a quality service
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which is reflected both in the advice and our
customer service levels.
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We look forward to working with ARAG
during the term of this contract and
supporting the needs of their business and
their policyholders.”

Certainty in an uncertain world

providing a seamless join between familiar
business and landlord legal expenses
insurances”.
“It’s very simple for both specialists and
general agents to administer and sell, very
flexible, and we believe our cover is better
than anything else in the market”.
Access to five helplines – legal, tax,
counselling, redundancy and crisis
communications – and an online document
resource, rounds off the new Commercial
Property Owners’ Legal Solutions. It is
available for rating on an individual scheme
basis by the BTE Underwriting Unit via ARAG’s
business development executives
nationwide.
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Combined with a number of technical
changes to keep an eye on progress and costs,
such as limiting first stage cover so that it
cannot extend more than nine months from
the service of proceedings, the policy
wordings essentially stay the same with
changes only to premium details on
schedules.

• defence served within 28 days
• PoC/Defence go before a judge
• judge allocates to a track. If it is a
multi-track case they will ask for costs
budgets (precedent H) and allocation
questionnaires, setting a date for a Case
Management Conference (CMC)
• the solicitors debate costs and if they can’t
agree then the judge will set them at
the CMC
• 75% of cases will be at the CMC stage six
months from service of proceedings,
90-95% will be there at 9 months
• the average multi-track case will need no
more than £10,000 of adverse costs cover
to take them up to and including the CMC.

Double jeopardy or more flexibility?
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ARAG’s solution is to introduce an extended
first stage so that the second stage is charged
when the cost budget is set. At that point the
cost budget is totally binding. This means that
we can rate precisely on a verified maximum
risk – rather than rely on the best estimates
of solicitors acting for the claimant which
inevitably are being provided far too early.
This simple structure is easy for the client to
understand and provides a higher degree of
certainty throughout.

The process once the Particulars of Claim
(PoC) have been served is:
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In yet another “first”, ARAG has devised a more
accurate way to determine the second stage
premium for non-injury ATE cases. Currently
the first stage premium is incurred at the time
the ATE policy commences with a second
stage premium accruing when proceedings
are issued. The difficulty in setting the second
stage premium accurately when proceedings
are issued is that the defendant’s cost budget
(known as Precedent H) is not agreed or set by
the court until sometime later.
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The claimant’s solicitor in this case has
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flexible, and we believe our cover is better
than anything else in the market”.
Access to five helplines – legal, tax,
counselling, redundancy and crisis
communications – and an online document
resource, rounds off the new Commercial
Property Owners’ Legal Solutions. It is
available for rating on an individual scheme
basis by the BTE Underwriting Unit via ARAG’s
business development executives
nationwide.
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Change has been the name of the game in
the legal sector for some time now and this
year looks set to bring more of the same
with further increases to court fees, the new
Medco portal and challenges on credit hire
fees. We at ARAG aim to offer market leading
products and insurance expertise to help
solicitors and their clients navigate this period
of uncertainty.
With the substantial increase in court fees
for money claims which came into effect on
the 9th of March this year, ATE provides the
required safety net for firms in those cases
that are lost or abandoned, helping to ease
the pressure on cash flow that is now greater
than ever. Higher fees are also likely to put
genuine claimants off even if they have a
strong claim and provide an incentive for
large companies to deny liability knowing
that injured parties are not in a position to
afford expensive court fees.

In addition, the new Medco portal introduced
on the 1st April, will randomly allocate
medical experts for whiplash claims, creating
considerable uncertainty for firms. Gone will
be the tried and tested medical agency that
provides credit terms to assist firms to run
cases, replaced by a system that will put an
additional cash burden on firms. With
interest rates at an all-time low, many firms
are only just coping, but rates will increase
and ultimately this will have a negative
impact on their balance sheet.
Another area which has recently been
contentious is credit hire. The insurance
industry claimed a major victory after the
Court of Appeal ruled that when
evaluating credit hire claims involving
penurious claimants they should adopt the
“lowest reasonable rate”.

warned that this is likely to trigger a period of
market insecurity in this area.
All these changes will have a destabilising
effect on the market which is still waiting to
see the dust settle from changes introduced
through LASPOA.
Despite uncertainty for both client and firm
increasing we can offer ATE products that
provide security. An ARAG ATE policy covers
unrecovered disbursements including
expert reports and issue fees and also adverse
costs cover if you fail to beat a part 36 offer
and also adverse costs on QOCS protected
matters.
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Combined with a number of technical
changes to keep an eye on progress and costs,
such as limiting first stage cover so that it
cannot extend more than nine months from
the service of proceedings, the policy
wordings essentially stay the same with
changes only to premium details on
schedules.

• defence served within 28 days
• PoC/Defence go before a judge
• judge allocates to a track. If it is a
multi-track case they will ask for costs
budgets (precedent H) and allocation
questionnaires, setting a date for a Case
Management Conference (CMC)
• the solicitors debate costs and if they can’t
agree then the judge will set them at
the CMC
• 75% of cases will be at the CMC stage six
months from service of proceedings,
90-95% will be there at 9 months
• the average multi-track case will need no
more than £10,000 of adverse costs cover
to take them up to and including the CMC.

Double jeopardy or more flexibility?

>>

ARAG’s solution is to introduce an extended
first stage so that the second stage is charged
when the cost budget is set. At that point the
cost budget is totally binding. This means that
we can rate precisely on a verified maximum
risk – rather than rely on the best estimates
of solicitors acting for the claimant which
inevitably are being provided far too early.
This simple structure is easy for the client to
understand and provides a higher degree of
certainty throughout.

The process once the Particulars of Claim
(PoC) have been served is:

>>

In yet another “first”, ARAG has devised a more
accurate way to determine the second stage
premium for non-injury ATE cases. Currently
the first stage premium is incurred at the time
the ATE policy commences with a second
stage premium accruing when proceedings
are issued. The difficulty in setting the second
stage premium accurately when proceedings
are issued is that the defendant’s cost budget
(known as Precedent H) is not agreed or set by
the court until sometime later.

ATE

>>

ARAG precedent re-defines
second stage ATE premiums

The claimant’s solicitor in this case has
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